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BASIC RULES:  
 
1. A singular countable noun must have an article (or other determiner) before it: 
 
She gave me a book.           (I looked at the / that / this / his / John’s computer) 
 
I bought the book which you recommended.      (“I have book.” This sentence is always wrong.) 
 
 
2. Generalisations: If you are only talking generally about a subject without identifying which 
                                 specific one or group, then these are the rules: 
 
   for countable singular nouns you use the indefinite article -  a, an      I saw an accident. 
 
   for countable plural nouns you don’t use an article                              I love books. 
 
   for uncountable or abstract nouns don’t use an article                        I like sugar in my tea. 
                    I love life!     
               
 
 3. If you identify which specific thing you are talking about, then you must use the definite  
    article - this is true for singular, plural, countable, uncountable and abstract nouns: 
 
 I saw a very bad accident.  -  (not specific)      
The accident which I saw was very bad.  - You have identified which accident by using a relative clause. 
 
I like science books.  -  (general)           The science books in the university library are excellent. 
 
I like rice.                   -  (general)           The rice in that bag is dirty. 
 
Love is a wonderful thing!  - (general)   The love which they have for each other is very special! 
    
 
4. If you talk about something that is already known to the listener or reader, then we use 
    the definite article -  the   (This is the same as rule 2. The object is already known to the 
                                               speaker and listener.) 
 
   Put that chair in the sitting room.   (We only have one sitting room in the house.) 
 
   Don’t look at the sun!               (Both the speaker and the listener understand which sun!) 
 
   Where did you put the sugar?     (The sugar that is always in our kitchen.) 
 
   Please open the window.    (How many windows are there in this situation?) 
 
   -------------------------------------- 
 
5. We use the definite article with the idea of ‘possession’ - with the preposition ‘of’: 
 
What is the colour of his car.         The government of Australia is in crisis. 
 
The price of that car is too high.      The length of the room is 5 metres. 
 ---------------------------------------- 
 
We can use three different structures for a generalisation: 
 
Lions are dangerous animals.          A plural noun without an article.   (Generally, use this one!) 
The lion is a dangerous animal.       The definite article with a singular noun. 
A lion is a dangerous animal.           The indefinite article with a singular noun! 
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USE OF THE DEFINITE ARTICLE  ‘the’ : 
 
1. The English are polite. - When we talk about nationalities.   
 
2. Life is easy for the rich. – Some adjectives can be used as a noun.   the rich = rich people 
 
3. I play the piano. – with musical instruments after the word ‘play’. 
 
4. He is the best football player. – Before the superlative. 
 
5. In certain expressions with places: 
 
    to go to  the theatre / the cinema / the pub / the disco / the shops 
 
6. Some nouns that always take the definite article: 
 
    We must look after the environment.  
    Have you read the news. 
 
NO ARTICLE: 
 
1. After certain expressions: 
 
to have  breakfast / lunch / dinner     (BUT:  to have a snack / a cup of tea / a sandwich) 
 
to go to  school / work / college / university           to go home 
 
to be at  school / work / college / university           to be at home 
 
2. Words which some students think are countable BUT they are actually uncountable, so these 
    words do not have a plural with ‘s’: 
 
Let me give some advice.        (‘an advice’ is wrong.  ‘advices’ is also wrong.) 
I need accommodation. 
Can you give me some information. 
 
3. After certain expressions: 
 
    to go by  bus / train / taxi         to go on foot 
 
4. Generally, for the names of cities, countries, days, months, years: 
 
I live in London.   He came on Monday. He left in 2012. He went to Germany. 
 
BUT: She lives in the United States of America. 
 
 
USE OF THE INDEFINITE ARTICLE  ‘a’  ‘an’ : 
 
1. To talk about people’s professions:         She is a doctor. 
 
2. In expressions which refer to frequency or quantity: 
  
    Rice is £5 a kilo.      I visit my uncle twice a month.        This material costs £10 a metre. 
 
3. We use it to mean ‘one’.   I bought a newspaper. 
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In the exercises 1-5 : Put in an article (a, an or the) or leave the gap empty.  
 
1. Where's Tom? He's in ………….. sitting room. 
 
2. We bought ……….. car yesterday but …………. car wasn't new. 
 
3. I saw ………. dog in the park and………. dog attacked a child! 
 
4. I'm sorry I'm late. I was reading……… long email. 
 
5. I received………… letter this morning.  ……… letter was from my mum. 
 
Exercises 6-25: Correct the sentences that have a mistake. Some sentences are correct! 
 
6. Love is a powerful feeling? 
 
7. The life is easy for the rich. 
 
8.  A lot of people are concerned about environment nowadays. 
 
9. Tigers are dangerous. 
 
10. I left my hat on the table in the hall. 
 
11. Shall we go to a cinema tonight? 
 
12. We had the dinner at eight o'clock. 
 
13. I like fast cars. 
 
14. I didn't like cars that I saw at the show yesterday. 
 
15. Cats like fish and some of the dogs are afraid of the cats. 
 
16. Do you like Chinese food? 
 
17. The French are quite romantic. 
 
18. She's going to university next year. 
 
19. He is a teacher and he plays a piano. 
 
20. My children are not at the school today. It’s a holiday today. 
 
21. Have you heard news? Susan has had a baby! 
 
22. I have just finished university and I am now looking for a work. 
 
23. Tom’s not here. He has gone to the work. 
 
24. Let me give you an advice. 
 
25. It’s difficult to find a good accommodation in that town. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ANSWERS:          David Stamen 
 
1. Where's Tom? He's in ……the…….. sitting room. 
 
2. We bought ……a….. car yesterday but ……the……. car wasn't new. 
 
3. I saw ……a…. dog in the park and…the… dog attacked a child! 
 
4. I'm sorry I'm late. I was reading…a… long email. 
 
5. I received……a…… letter this morning.  …The…… letter was from my mum. 
 
6. Love is a powerful feeling?       CORRECT 
 
7. Life is easy for the rich. 
 
8.  A lot of people are concerned about the environment nowadays. 
 
9. Tigers are dangerous.     CORRECT 
 
10. I left my hat on the table in the hall.        CORRECT 
 
11. Shall we go to the cinema tonight? 
 
12. We had dinner at eight o'clock.  (No article) 
 
13. I like fast cars.          CORRECT 
 
14. I didn't like the cars that I saw at the show yesterday. 
 
15. Cats like fish and some dogs are afraid of cats.  (Generalisation. No article) 
 
16. Do you like Chinese food?     CORRECT 
 
17. The French are quite romantic.         CORRECT 
 
18. She's going to university next year.   CORRECT 
 
19. He is a teacher and he plays the piano. 
 
20. My children are not at school today. It’s a holiday today.    (No article) 
 
21. Have you heard the news? Susan has had a baby! 
 
22. I have just finished university and I am now looking for work.  (‘work’ is uncountable) 
 
23. Tom’s not here. He has gone to work.     (No article) 
 
24. Let me give you some advice. 
 
25. It’s difficult to find good accommodation in that town.  (No article) 
 
 


